REVERSIBLE HYPERTENSIVE BRAINSTEM ENCEPHALOPATHY COEXISTENT WITH ACUTE INTRACEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE
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ABSTRACT

We report two cases of reversible hypertensive brainstem encephalopathy (RHBE) syndrome with other concurrent manifestations of malignant hypertension. RHBE was accompanied by hypertensive putaminal hemorrhage in one case, and by intra-ventricular hemorrhage resulting acute obstructive hydrocephalus along with multiple small acute infarctions in the other. Diffusion-weighted imaging and corresponding apparent diffusion coefficient mapping disclosed increased diffusion suggestive of vasogenic edema centered in the pons. No lesion indicative for posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome (PRES) was noted in the supratentorial regions. These cases indicate that mechanisms involved in development of RHBE and hypertensive PRES may have some differences, albeit both share main lines. These cases also underline that awareness and knowledge about relatively specific clinic-radiological syndrome caused by RHBE seem to be critical. Acute treatment and early prognostification are just only accurate with such a familiarity.
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INTRODUCTION

Posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome (PRES) predominantly occurs due to malignant hypertension in immune competent persons. The usual lesion pattern characterizing PRES is white matter vasogenic edema primarily affecting the posterior occipital and parietal lobes of the brain (1). However, atypical forms and variants are not rare (2). Reversible hypertensive brainstem encephalopathy (RHBE) is one of the well-described but widely under-recognized PRES variants (3,4). When concomitant typical parieto-occipital lesions are absent, this unusual pattern is difficult to diagnose. RHBE may not necessarily present with symptoms attributable to brainstem dysfunction and therefore its diagnosis is more challenging especially in an emergency setting. Differential diagnosis of RHBE is wide, and includes brainstem infarction, central pontine myelinolysis, and perhaps brain stem tumor or infection (5-7). Prompt recognition of RHBE and adequate control of increased blood pressure offer the best outcomes (8). However, if knowledge and awareness about this entity are not readily available, time lost during working through the list of differential diagnoses, or prioritizing other diagnoses such as brainstem ischemia, in which aggressive blood pressure reduction is not generally suggested, may negatively affect the prognosis. We believe that familiarity of the (non-)neurologist physicians including emergency doctors to RHBE is still low despite more than fifty RHBE cases reported in the pertaining literature. This thought has motivated us to revisit this entity using these two cases, and discuss them from an emergency neurology perspective.

CASE I. A 42-year-old man presented with sudden-onset headache, nausea, confusion, global aphasia and right-hemiparesis. His past medical history was unremarkable except for arterial hypertension under medication for 4 years. Blood pressure was 260/120 mmHg at admission. Emergency brain computerized tomography (CT) disclosed a left-sided putaminal hemorrhage (Figure I a). Brain magnetic resonance (MR) imaging obtained 5 hours later than CT showed a diffuse lesion, centered in the pons and characterized with T2-hyperintensity and increased diffusion (Figure I b, c and d) in addition to putaminal hematoma (Figure I e). There was no contrast enhancement. He improved dramatically following meticulous hypertension control. Complete resolution of brainstem abnormalities was observed on brain MR imaging obtained on the 22nd day after symptom onset (Figure I f, g and h). He was discharged with slight right sided hemiparesis which completely resolved in the following three months.

CASE II. A 46-year-old male with Behcet’s disease, diagnosed 20 years ago, presented with headache, nausea, vomiting along with uncooperativeness and sleepiness that progressively worsened over 4 days. At admission, he was stuporous (Glasgow coma scale: 8). Neck stiffness was notable. Blood pressure was 180/130 mmHg. Medical history revealed that he was on warfarin for recurrent leg thrombophlebitis for the last 2 years in addition to regular use of colchicine and alpha interferon for Behcet’s disease. An emergency brain CT showed a hemorrhage in the third ventricle causing acute obstructive hydrocephalus (Figure II a). Blood tests showed normal results except for a slight elevation of liver transaminases (alanine aminotransferase (ALT): 119 U/L (normal<41) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST): 65 U/L, normal<37), and international normalized ratio (INR: 1.50). After receiving fresh frozen plasma and vitamin K, he was transferred to neurological intensive care unit. A brain MR imaging, obtained seven hours after admission CT, disclosed similar volume intraventricular hemorrhage and hydrocephalus. A trace hemorrhage in the right occipital horn of the lateral ventricle was discernible (Figure II b, c, d). Two dot-like lesions characterized with diffusion restriction were also noted in the right anterior cerebral artery territory (Figure II e). The most striking finding in this MRI was a lesion characterized with increased diffusion (DWI and ADC bright) encompassing almost the entire pons with some extension to the extension to the midbrain, which was typical for RHBE. Of note, there was no accompanying posterior dominant cortical and subcortical edema characteristic for PRES (Figure II f, g and h). There was also no contrast enhancement (Figure II i and j). On the next day, his mental status started to recover gradually after successful blood pressure control and hemostasis correction. A repeat MR imaging 7 days later revealed complete resolution of hydrocephalus and RHBE (Figure III). He was discharged without neurological deficit at the end of the second week.
Reversible hypertensive brainstem encephalopathy

Figure I. Axial computed tomography (CT) of the brain shows a hypertensive putaminal hemorrhage on the left; b. Fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) MR imaging shows diffuse hyperintensities through the pons; c, d. This lesion is compatible with vasogenic edema, which is bright on both diffusion-weighted imaging and corresponding apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps. ADC was measured as $1.25 \times 10^{-3}$ mm$^2$/sec; e. There are no old microhemorrhages in addition to putaminal hemorrhage on gradient (T2*) MR imaging; f, h. A complete disappearance of brainstem lesion in FLAIR, diffusion-weighted and ADC images is noted on follow-up. ADC was measured as $0.94 \times 10^{-3}$ mm$^2$/sec.

Figure II. Axial head CT discloses obstructive hydrocephalus with hemorrhage located in the aqueduct; b, c. T2- and T1-weighted MR images show acute transepidual CSF leakage through the dilated ventricles; d. Susceptibility weighted imaging shows additional intraventricular blood seeding in the bottom of the lateral ventricles; e. Diffusion-weighted imaging shows small acute infarctions in the right anterior cerebral artery territory; f, g. Diffusion-weighted and ADC mapping disclose the FLAIR hyperintense; h. lesion encompassing the pons has increased diffusion consistent with vasogenic edema. ADC was measured as $1.05 \times 10^{-3}$ mm$^2$/sec at presentation in the pontine lesion. The ADC decreased to $0.625 \times 10^{-3}$ mm$^2$/sec in follow-up study (images not provided); i-j. There is no contrast enhancement.
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DISCUSSION

The notable characteristics of these two RHBE cases presented in this report include presence of coexistent intracerebral hemorrhage and infarcts, but not the usual supra- and infratentorial PRES lesions following acute elevation of blood pressure to very high levels. This association is probably not rare; but has not been reported in the literature insomuch, and remains widely unrecognized. The vast majority of case reports of RHBE include isolated brainstem lesions without concomitant central nervous system manifestations of blood pressure elevation.

Rapid improvement of MR lesions is a key feature of RHBE. The other typical feature of RHBE is marked clinicoradiologic dissociation: mild neurologic symptoms against very significant and sometimes worrying pons dominant extensive brainstem lesion. However, in RHBE cases with additional cerebral lesion, like those presented in this report, determination of this dissociation may not be so simple. Albeit topographic and diffusion MR characteristics of RHBE and brain stem ischemia are different, it is not rare to perform acute diagnostic work-up for stroke. More importantly, stroke misdiagnosis may unduly give way to setting of blood pressure goals to higher levels, which may be deleterious for RHBE. RHBE has remarkably good prognosis with adequate and timely treatment, in turn, delay in diagnosis and treatment may lead to permanent neurological sequelae. Knowledge on this entity is not only crucial for correct treatment such as aforementioned acute antihypertensive medication, but also for accurate determination of prognosis. Prognostification is particularly complicated in this kind of patients with combined lesions. RHBE almost always occurs with accelerated hypertension. It is a specific subtype of
hypertensive encephalopathy. In contrast, PRES can occur with many diverse clinical entities in addition to hypertension (2,9,10). Nevertheless, RHBE and hypertensive subcategories of PRES may have similar pathophysiological mechanisms. Briefly, disordered cerebral autoregulation, usually due to vasospasm, is regularly implicated in hypertension-associated PRES pathophysiology. On the other hand, endothelial dysfunction is usually connected to PRES seen in cases without severe hypertension, such as cytotoxic therapies. Given the absence of any study comparing RHBE with cerebral/cerebellar typical PRES lesions, isolated RHBE and isolated PRES cases, the autoregulation breakthrough concept remains open to discussion. An explanatory model should also clearly formulate the anatomical preference of RHBE. Some speculate that the presence of fetal-type posterior cerebral arteries (PCAs) may spare the occipital lobe in RHBE. However, our experience was not affirmative for this idea because PCAs were not fetal type in both of our cases. Further, this hypothesis cannot explain why the cerebellum is not affected in RHBE albeit frequently involved in typical PRES (2).

Our RHBE cases had simultaneous intracerebral hemorrhage. The first case had typical hypertensive putaminal hematoma. In addition to being on anticoagulation, the second patient had also uncontrolled hypertension at the time of presentation. This case also had simultaneous relatively characteristic acute ischemic lesions recently described in patients who remained hypertensive after intracerebral hemorrhage (11). It is currently a mystery that why acute uncontrolled hypertension leads to a bleeding due to vascular rupture in one part of the cerebrum, while leading vasogenic edema probably due to vasospasm and/or impaired vascular permeability in another part and ischemia due to vessel obstruction in the other part. Despite these uncertainties, it is fortunate that clinical and radiological improvement is usually observed after prompt and strict blood pressure control (actually rapid normalization) in these cases. Furthermore, a spontaneous disappearance of an acute hydrocephalus caused by cerebral aqueduct obstruction by hematoma is notable in our case 2 and merits a brief discussion. To our knowledge, only two adult cases (12,13) (in addition to several pediatric cases) (14,15) with spontaneous resolution of hemorrhage related acute hydrocephalus without aspiration of cerebrospinal fluid has been published in the literature. The suggested mechanism is simple: resolution of the acute hemorrhage in the aqueduct results in resolution of the hydrocephalus itself.

In conclusion, RHBE exhibits a typical clinicoradiological syndrome, and should be recognized in a timely manner. Awareness of “the syndrome” is key to prevent unnecessary and potentially deleterious diagnostic tests or therapies.
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